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A Plan for Today’s Discussion

• ASQ Family
• Quality in Modern Context
• Futuring
• Future of 

Quality
• Possible 

Implications



Success for This Time
1. Help you understand ASQ.
2. Get you to think about what quality 

means to you and your organization.
3. Better yet to cause you to act.
4. To assist you in thinking about the 

future. 
5. Give you information that allows you 

to act in ways that gives you strategic 
and competitive advantage.

6. Engage you in the discussion.



ASQ is a global community of people 
passionate about quality. Members of the 
community gain access to unparalleled 

resources and a knowledge network that links 
the best ideas, tools and experts to make our 
businesses, institutions, communities, each 

other and our world work better.



Two Roles, Two Objectives

• To be stewards of the quality 
profession by providing 
member (customer) value

• To be stewards of the quality 
movement by providing 
increased value from 
ASQ activities



Basic Facts

• Founded in 1946
• 85,000 members  
• 255 Sections, 22 Divisions, 
• 2 Forums, 20 Network
• 2x Recipient –

Wisconsin Forward 
Award – Mastery Level

• An Expanding Family of                                 
Organizations



A Rich and Trusted Resource

• The world’s largest/oldest 
organization dedicated to 
quality

• 64+ years of objectivity
• A 60-year collection of 

knowledge
• A community available to all
• A professional development 

vehicle
• A vehicle of global change



• A new day is dawning

Global Reach



A Global Family 
Related by a Common Heritage Yet 
Separate and Distinct



ANAB assesses and 
accredits certification
bodies that demonstrate 
the competence to audit 
and certify organizations 
conforming to 
management systems 
standards.

ACLASS provides 
accreditation to
international standards for 
testing and calibration 
laboratories, for inspection 
bodies, for reference material 
producers, and for 
proficiency testing providers.



-DHS 
•PS-Prep

DOJ
EPA

•Responsible 
Recycling
•Site Clean-up

FAA
FEMA
NIJ

•Body Armor
NIST

Dept of Navy
DOD

•Environmental Lab 
Accreditation
•U.S. Army Arsenal Labs

DOE
•DOE/NNSA

EPA
•Energy Star Recognition

FCC
•EMC Testing Labs

FDA
NIST

•USGv6 Test Program
NRC

•ILAC MRA signatory
USDA



This Thing Called Quality

What is Quality Anyway?



Quality is…
- what the customer says it is.
- the premium you pay for the features and 

functions you desire and can afford.
- satisfying a requirement. 
- the absence of defects.
- the elimination of waste.
- the totality of product/service/experience.
- a personal philosophy.
- an approach to managing an organization.
- something we want and too seldom get.



Quality is…

An approach to managing an organization 
in a way that increases likelihood that what 
you want to happen will happen..



Quality is…

The systematic 
pursuit of excellence.”

(Simple, good, but not reflective of everything.)



Many Benefits…
- Better satisfied customers
- Higher revenue
- Lower cost
- Less waste
- Improved efficiency (speed)
- Reduced risk
- More agility
- More satisfied employees



The Cost of Quality

• Manufacturing 20%
• Service 30%
• Healthcare 70%
• Government                      NWTG
• Not-for-profit ??

(Poor Quality)



And It’s Free!!!
- Phil Crosby



If Quality is That Good…

• Why hasn’t quality reached its 
full potential anywhere?

• Why doesn’t everyone use it?
• Why do some who try, stop?



Lots of Reasons

• It isn’t easy.
• It requires top management’s attention.
• Quality can be confusing.
• It’s not new.
• You’re never done.
• There are distractions.
• Blame.  “Quality didn’t work.”



Let’s See If I Can Shed 
Some Light On Common 

Misconceptions



Every Field Has It’s Language
SPC, QFD, Kaizen, ISO9000, Baldrige, Hoshin, Design of 
Experiments, Ishikawa Diagrams, Measurement Systems, 
Quality Circles, TQC, TQM, Teams, Process 
Management, Continuous Improvement, CTQ, Reliability, 
Performance Standards, Requirements, Conformance, 
Defect-Free, Six Sigma, Quality Control, Quality Cost, 
Inspection, Lean, Breakthrough Planning, Quality 
Assurance,  Process Capability, Pareto, PDCA, 
Flowcharts, DMAIC, Kanban, FMEA, Poka Yoke, 
Fishbone Diagram, High Performance Work Systems, 
Histogram, Supplier Management, Error Proofing, X (bar) 
and R charts, Systems, Conformity Assessment, Testing,
Acceptance Sampling, compliance management, Vital 
Few, Cause and Affect, Feedback, Creativity, 
Product/Service Design, Risk Management, Social 
Responsibility.



Shifting Quality Focus
From the 1940’s to 21st Century

From the Factory Floor to the Boardroom



Unified theory of the Quality field:

ISO9000
(17025)Baldrige Award

Six Sigma

Identify key
business areas
of concern.

Sustain gains
-- document
the process.

Eliminate the
critical source
of variation.



The All Too Common Mistake

People
Process

(Where Most Organizations Stop)

Systems
Organizations



The Objectives Change

People
Processes
Systems

Organizations

Doing Things Right

Doing the Right 
Things



Three Take-aways

1) Quality is a good thing.
2) Its not one tool, its many
3) If you want to improve an 

organization, you’ve got to 
work on the whole 
organization, not its pieces.



ASQ’s 2008 Futures Study

The Forces of Change



Futuring

• A structured look into the future
• Aimed at enhancing anticipatory skills
• Involves:

– Identifying the forces shaping the future
– Scenarios in which those forces play out
– Postulating the implications
– Identifying sensors to signal changes



No View of the Future Will Be Accurate

• Every view has unpredicted events
• That does not mean the identified forces 

are not still acting on the future
• Advantage still 

goes to those 
that anticipate



Identifying the Forces of Change

• International Participation
– 100 participants
– 34 countries

• Diverse Representation
– Education, Government, 

Healthcare, Manufacturing, 
Not-for-Profit, and Service



Process
• All electronic involvement
• All anonymous entries
• Delphi technique – multiple approximations
• 3 Rounds of “Pick 10” and tell why
• Final round – Rank Order



2008 Forces



#1   Globalization (#1 in 2005)

• Dominant force.
• Creates urgent need for global 

solutions.
• Importance of standards.
• Changing notions of space and 

time for work.
• Consumers are becoming global 

shoppers.
• National and regional will have less 

meaning over time.



#2   Social Responsibility (SR)

• Growing expectation that organizations will 
be stewards of the planet.

• Growing acknowledgement by 
organizations that SR is “good business.”

• Company reputation will play a larger role 
in the criteria consumers use when making 
purchases.



#3   New Dimensions of Quality

• Tradition – control & improvement.
• Future ???  (change, transformation,                         

value, creativity, innovation, systems)
• Learning at unprecedented rates. 
• Near perfect product quality

is an assumed requirement.
• Differentiation – Product?  Service? 

Experience?



#4   Aging Population

• Life spans are increasing and
organizations are responding to
this large market need.

• Organizations will find it difficult 
to replace the knowledge and 
expertise as the older generation 
leaves the workforce.



#5   Healthcare
• Globalization is adding to

the number of people expecting 
access to healthcare.

• Quality can play an important 
role in removing waste from the 
system and improving health 
outcomes.



#6   Environmental Concerns

• Urgent now.
• Consumers expect 

organizations to reduce 
their environmental 
impact.

• Increased accountabilities. 



#7   21st Century Technology

• A challenge and an
opportunity.

• Driving the rate of
change the world is
experiencing.

• May deliver solutions for 
energy, water, food 
shortages, healthcare, etc.



“On the Radar”
• Customer Expectations
• Consumer Sophistication
• Ethical Considerations
• Outsourcing (down from #2 in 2005)
• Quality of Life



A Common Reaction

• I’m not surprised by anything on this list so 
I’m not sure the study has done much to 
uncover the future.

• The value is not in “what’s new,” it’s in 
“what’s important” and more so “what you 
do in response to what’s important.”



Seven Implications

• Ideas to stir the pot
• All informed by the research
• Challenge conventional thinking



#7   Changes in Quality

Tradition Emergent

Control Change

Improvement Transformation



#6   People Investments

• Knowledge half-life shrinking
• Knowledge needs changing

– Quality literacy
– Cultural literacy
– Change/transformation
– System/process



#5   Quality Integration

• Best lead in a system 
environment

• Leverages strategic value, 
which assures operational value 

• Optimizes value 
– Top line, bottom line, enterprise, 

customer, stakeholders
• Limits “dead-end” tactics



#4   Value Based Customers
• Comply not enough
• Defect free not enough
• Without waste not enough
• Fast not enough
• Low cost not enough
• Experience emerging
• Informed consumerism growing
• Social responsibility looming or here?



#3   Globalization

• Irreversible (can’t ignore)
• Opportunity and threat 

(best to understand both)
• Leadership role 

(active vs. passive)
• Physical outpacing cultural 
• Begs for global approaches 

(harmonization)



#2   Anticipation

• The rate of change 
is increasing

• The benefit goes to 
“First”

• Lifecycles are collapsing
• Multiple possible paths forward
• Volatility is certain
• Plans will be overtaken by reality



#1   Living Systems

• Complexity is growing 
everywhere

• Hierarchical models fail 
to anticipate consequence

• Processes live in systems –
the tradition of quality is process

• People and organizations are biological not 
mechanistic 

• Imperfect models are better than none



Take-aways

• Quality isn’t what it used to be.
• Its your business and your business.
• The future of conformity assessment is 

bright.
• There’s advantage to those to anticipate.
• Change or face peril.
• Its your business and your business.



ASQ’s 2008 Futures Study

Much Thanks!!!
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